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GEORGE BLUMER* San Marino, California
REMINISCENCES OF AN OLD-TIME DOCTOR
Quick, thy tablets, memory.
Matthew Arnold
I. MEDICAL EDUCATION IN THE GAY NINETIES
Early in June 1889 the writer entered Cooper Medical College, San
Francisco, now the Medical Department of Stanford University. Prior to
his admission he had, under the tutelage of a friend, Dr. Charles Pemberton
Murray, a graduate of Columbia's College of Physicians and Surgeons,
been quizzed twice a week for about a year on assigned readings from
Gray's Anatomy and Dalton's Physiology, at that time standard texts. He
was therefore better prepared than most entering students, and that may
have been the reason why Dean Henry Gibbons, Jr. permitted him to enter
at the age of seventeen, though the college catalogue definitely stated that
no one under the age of eighteen would be allowed to matriculate.
The course at Cooper Medical College, as was then the case in many
American medical schools, extended over three years and, on account of
the peculiar summer climate of San Francisco with its morning high fog
and its afternoon cool breezes permitting dissection all through the summer,
began early in June and ended in December. Third-year students had to
take also a spring term of three or four months preceding the regular sum-
mer term. Very few of the students were college graduates, most of them
entered on high school diplomas, though they could be admitted after an
examination conducted by the college authorities. On this account the range
in age between the youngest and oldest students was usually much greater
than at present. Occasionally students in their forties or even their fifties,
who had decided to study medicine comparatively late in life or who per-
haps had spent years saving enough cash to pay for their medical educa-
tion, were mixed in with much younger men. The college was co-educational
and in my class of about forty there were two women.
The methods of instruction were largely didactic, though the college
controlled medical, surgical, and obstetrical wards in the City and County
Hospital out in the Potrero (more than an hour's ride on streetcars from
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the Medical School) and also had its own Dispensary in the modern Medi-
cal School building. The only real laboratory courses were dissection and a
course in clinical chemistry given by Professor Johnson, a rubicund and
humorous individual and a good teacher who trained us mainly in the
chemistry of urine. I recall that prior to his final examination he announced
"anyone who spells pus with two esses will be plucked."
Anatomy, as was common then in most American medical schools, was
taught by a surgeon, for this was before the days of full-time preclinical
teachers in most of them. Dr. Plummer, the professor, was a large, bearded
man, with a sense of humor who, judging from his lectures, knew Gray's
Anatomy by heart. His talks were given in a large amphitheatre, and when
an occasional student fell asleep during his discourse he stopped abruptly
and recited an appropriate poem, the opening words of which were "Oh
sleep." Dissection was under Dr. Charles Farnum, widely read in anatomy
and greatly respected by the students. The dissecting material was well
prepared and students paid so much for each "part." Each cadaver was
divided into two uppers, two lowers, and the head. I think the dissection of
the head was shared by two students and I remember one female cadaver
who had so many gold-filled teeth that the students who owned the head
removed them and sold the gold for enough to pay for it. We had a good
many Polynesian cadavers, many of them men of magnificent physique, and
I suspect that they had been sailors who died in charity hospitals in San
Francisco and who were turned over to the Medical School because they
were unclaimed.
We had lectures on histology from Dr. Joseph Wythe, a very short and
kindly ex-minister who had gone into medicine. In the lecture hall most
commonly used, the lecturers spoke from a long platform which stretched
across the back of the hall. Upon this was a long, flat-topped table on which
a movable stand for notes could be placed. After Dr. Wythe's lectures a
row of microscopes was placed on this and the class moved along in Indian
file peering into each microscope for a minute or so at stained sections
which illustrated the subject of the lecture. I was accustomed to looking
through a microscope as my father owned one, but I wondered how much
some of the class absorbed from this exercise.
Strangely enough physiology was taught by a genito-urinary surgeon,
C. N. Ellinwood, a former pupil of the famous American-born Phillippe
Ricord, who practised as a specialist in venereal diseases in Paris during
most of his professional career. The instruction was purely didactic as there
was no physiological laboratory and the chief impression of the lectures
which I carried away was the constant repetition of the word metabolism
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which Dr. Ellinwood loved to roll out sonorously. The doctor also directed
the venereal clinic in the Dispensary and it was a sight to see him pass a
metal sound with one hand after he had inserted it into the meatus; he was
dexterity personified.
Physiological chemistry and pharmacology were not at that time taught
at Cooper Medical College. What little chemistry we got was from Profes-
sor Johnson's course already mentioned. We doubtless absorbed some
pharmacology from the lectures of Professor Charles Steele, the Professor
of therapeutics, a kindly and handsome gentleman, medium-sized and
dark, and a good lecturer.
Pathology was taught by Dr. Albert Abrams in a room off the College
Museum, his lectures being based on museum specimens which were tempo-
rarily removed from the cases to serve as illustrations for his discourses.
Abrams was a brilliant young man, a graduate of the University of Heidel-
berg, and an excellent lecturer. Later in life he developed certain mental
quirks which will be described in the section on the interne years.
There was no course in bacteriology and the only experience with that
subject that I acquired, along with a section of the class, occurred by
chance. We were leaving the French Hospital one day when a young sur-
geon, Dudley Tait, who had recently returned from study in Paris, met us
near the exit and showed us a culture of the anthrax bacillus from a patient
then in the hospital with a malignant carbuncle.
Our training in physical diagnosis was practical and was supervised by
Dr. George W. Fuller. The exercises were conducted in Dispensary rooms
not in use, and the men in the class stripped to the waist and practised on
each other. We obtained further practice on our patients in the medical
wards of the City and County Hospital.
In the clinical branches the formal course in medicine was given by an
Englishman, Dr. S. 0. L. Potter who, despite a slight impediment in
speech, presented his subject clearly and succinctly. He was the author of
an excellent textbook on therapeutics. In clinical medicine we were lucky to
have as a teacher Joseph Oakland Hirschfelder, whose middle name was
bestowed on him because he was the first white child born in the city of
Oakland. He was a graduate of the University of Leipzig and his clinics
were given at the bedside in the medical ward of the City and County
Hospital, the students sitting in a semicircle around the bed of the patient
used as a text. Furthermore, each senior student was assigned a ward bed
and was required to take the history of each patient occupying it and to
make progress notes. I happened to have a patient with chronic disease, a
man with tabes dorsalis and a thoracic aneurysm, and he was not moved all
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through the teaching period. There were few American medical schools at
that time in which the students enjoyed such opportunities.
In surgery the formal lectures were given by Dr. Levi Cooper Lane,
President of the College and nephew of its founder, Elias Cooper. He was
a learned Missourian who was said to enjoy reading books in the original
Latin and who himself wrote a textbook on surgery. His lectures were in-
structive and well delivered and he used to have small sections of the class
go down to his office to witness minor operations on ambulatory patients.
The subject of the first operation which I saw him perform was a woman
with an epithelioma of the skin of the neck. Dr. Lane removed it very
rapidly, without an anesthetic, with a forceps and a few snips of a pair of
curved scissors. The woman stood it like a Trojan, but I had to make a
hasty exit into the open air. However, after this one experience I had no
further trouble watching operations, of which we saw many major ones in
the surgical amphitheater at the City and County Hospital. At these opera-
tions most of the surgeons used aseptic precautions although there were
one or two among the older men who did not believe in Lister's principles.
I recall seeing such a surgeon do a major operation for abscess of the liver
in an ancient Prince Albert coat liberally spotted with dried blood and pus.
The Dispensary clinics in surgery were particularly stimulating on
account of an unusually acute teacher, "Johnny" Morse. As a junior stu-
dent I wandered into the Surgical Clinic one day and saw him call up the
seniors one by one to pass judgment on a small round tumor on a man's
forehead. Most of them diagnosed lipoma or fibroma. Finally Dr. Morse
turned to the patient and said, "when were you shot?" The man replied
that he had been duck shooting with a careless friend, one of whose scat-
tered pellets struck him on the forehead. Dr. Morse had noticed a tiny scar
over the supposed tumor and from that and the size of the little mass had
made the diagnosis.
In obstetrics Henry Gibbons, Jr., the Dean and a courtly gentleman, gave
the formal lectures at the college. The students had no practical experience
before graduation. Instruction in gynecology was given by Clinton Cushing,
a lucid lecturer who always appeared in a full-dress suit with tails and a
white tie. He used to invite small groups of senior students to witness his
operations at the French Hospital. He was meticulous in his technique,
which was the rigid asepsis of the English surgeon Lawson Tait rather
than the original Listerian method.
The lectures in pediatrics were given by an attractive, sandy-haired,
young doctor not many years out of medical school, William Fitch Cheney.
He was an excellent teacher and a great favorite of the students.
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The teacher in the specialties who made the greatest impression on me
was Adolf Barkan, an ophthalmologist and otologist trained in Vienna. He
had a fine personality, marked teaching ability, and a profound knowledge
of his subject. I recall going one morning into his clinic with a bad cold
and asking one of the assistants, on the advice of one of my chums, to swab
out my nose with a solution of a new drug, cocaine. A strong solution must
have been used for my friend and I set out for the City and County Hos-
pital on the streetcar and I, not usually very loquacious, nearly talked him
to death. I have a vivid recollection of the profound mental depression
which ensued when the effects of the drug wore off and I was never
tempted to try it again.
Our only experience with psychiatry was a day at the State Hospital for
the Insane at Stockton. The class took a stern-wheeler up the river the
night before, arriving at Stockton early the next morning. At the hospital
Dr. Hoisholt spent most of the day presenting patients who suffered from
feeblemindedness, epilepsy, and the different forms of insanity. Two groups
of patients made a great impression on me: (i) A number of cretins, and
(ii) among the epileptics a young man with so-called cursive epilepsy.
When he had an attack he ran for the nearest horse, jumped on its back,
and rode it at top speed until the attack subsided. He must have lived on a
ranch, perhaps a cattle ranch, to be able to go through this performance.
It was evidently cursive epilepsy wild western style.
I should say that, everything considered, the medical education we
received at Cooper Medical College was sound so far as it went, but at
that time it naturally did not include preliminary training in chemistry,
biology, and physics of the type now required for entrance to a medical
school. It is only fair to state that we did have among our teachers many
with the stimulating personality which is so essential to successful
education.
II. THE INTERNE YEARS
The love of Medicine makes the scientist, the love of the patient makes the
physician.
French saying quoted by Archibald Malloch
When I graduated with my class in December 1891 I was given a
certificate with the assurance that I would get my diploma when I reached
the age of twenty-one. I was also appointed an externe at the City and
County Hospital, beginning January 1, 1892, but a man who had received
an interne appointment having dropped out within a few weeks, I was
appointed interne in his place. The service was a rotating one, as was usual
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at that time, and I began in the Medical Service of which Joseph 0.
Hirschfelder was Chief. We took histories of the patients in the beds
assigned to us, and Dr. Hirschfelder made daily rounds and discussed each
case though I do not recall that he actually dictated notes. However, we
got a great deal of information out of his discussions, founded on long
experience and extensive study of the literature, especially of medical jour-
nals published in English and German.
About the only laboratory work done at that time was urine examination,
chemical tests for albumen and sugar, and microscopic tests for casts, etc.,
etc. We had very interesting patients with all sorts of diseases both acute
and chronic. There were patients of many nationalities, for San Francisco
in those days had a large French colony, an extensive Chinatown, and, as
an important seaport, men of all nations were apt to show up though there
was a Marine Hospital for sailors which probably was often overcrowded.
I do not recall any isolation ward in the old wooden City and County
Hospital of 1892, but there was a so-called Pest House in the Potrero
Hills about a mile or so from the main hospital and for some time it was
one of my duties to walk over there once a week and dress those lepers who
had open sores. There were about 30 lepers over there, most of them with
the tubercular form of the disease, though I remember one young girl, a
Scandinavian, who had the anesthetic type. This experience stood me in
good stead, for years later in New Haven I recognized four or five cases of
leprosy, one of them in a man who worked in a restaurant, another in a
Spanish War veteran who had been in the Philippines.
At one time when Albert Abrams was substituting for Dr. Hirschfelder,
Frank Griffin, Frank Fischer, and myself were making rounds with him.
We came to the bedside of a German patient who could speak no English.
Dr. Abrams remarked that he thought hypnosis might benefit the man and
that he would hypnotize him and tell him that a book on the bedside table
was an apple and that he was to take a bite out of it. He proceeded to make
some passes over the man and then told him in German that the book was
an apple and to take a bite. The man rather sheepishly picked up the book
and took a half-hearted bite. After Abrams left, Frank Fischer, a good
German scholar, told us that Abrams had said "Essen Sie das Buch" not
"Essen Sie der Apfel." The later history of Abrams, with his fake diag-
nostic machines, is still well known to many of the profession. Indeed,
some quacks are still advertising and using machines which closely imitate
it.
In the men's surgical ward there were no women nurses, only a
"dresser," Jack Campbell, a friendly and kindly soul. In the winter time a
lot of hoboes with badly infected legs turned up in order to get free lodging
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during the rainy season. They were often so lousy that Jack took them into
the bathroom at the far end of the ward and turned the hose on them. It
was rumored that many of them produced the infection by scrubbing their
leg with a brick contaminated with horse manure. They commonly had a
severe and serious deep cellulitis needing multiple incisions. Some of them
died of sepsis. We called these legs "whiskey legs," and no doubt many of
these patients were chronic alcoholics. Dr. Stanley Stillman, an excellent
surgeon, was our chief instructor. He taught us how to prepare patients for
operations, at which we assisted him, and we picked up many valuable
points from him. The service was an active one and covered all types of
surgical disease, both traumatic and pathological. In the women's ward
there were, of course, women nurses. I recall going in there one day to take
the history of an old Irish woman. She looked me over and said, "Who are
you.? I want to see the doctor."
The obstetrical experience was limited. I do not think either of the
regular schools, Cooper and Toland, or the Homeopathic School controlled
the ward. Internes were assigned there for a period of two or three weeks
and attended the patients who were delivered during their period of service.
The Hospital had one experienced, permanent resident physician, Dr.
Arthur Mays, and he could be called on for help if needed. I remember that
he was strongly opposed to what he called "meddlesome midwifery."
Luckily I had no complicated cases.
The internes' quarters in the hospital were comfortable. Frank Griffin,
Dick Gibson, and I had a very large room with three single beds in the
Administration Section. There was a billiard table in an adjacent room and
there was a good tennis court on the hospital grounds. The food was good,
well cooked and appetizing, but rather monotonous. Mutton being very
cheap, we had it almost every day. We had plenty of milk. On Christmas
Day the pharmacist brewed a milk punch as an accessory to the main meal
that had quite a kick to it. Relations between the internes from the differ-
ent schools were amicable though we had no formal social or medical
meetings. It was a satisfactory year in most ways and I returned home
January 1, 1893, well satisfied with the experience.
When I reached home I found that my father had been corresponding
with my cousin, Dr. G. Alder Blumer, then Superintendent of the State
Hospital for the Insane at Utica, New York. As I was still nearly three
months short of 21 years of age, he had suggested that I be sent to Balti-
more since the Johns Hopkins Hospital had graduate courses beginning
early in the year and lasting until May 1st. The Superintendent of the
Hospital, Dr. Henry Mills Hurd, formerly a psychiatrist, was an old friend
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of my cousin. So some time in late January or early February I arrived in
Baltimore and got lodgings within two or three blocks of the Hopkins
Hospital. There was thus a hiatus of about four months between my first
and second interneships. During this period I took the graduate courses in
pathology and bacteriology.
Once my friend Dr. Murray said during our quiz sessions that if I ever
got a chance to work with William H. Welch, I should not fail to grasp it.
The graduate course in pathology at Hopkins was naturally under him as
he was Professor of Pathology. There were, I think, three afternoon ses-
sions a week; first a lecture, sometimes given by Dr. Welch, sometimes by
his associate, Dr. Simon Flexner, and sometimes by the Fellow in Pathol-
ogy, Llewellys F. Barker. This was followed by a study of sections stained
with hemotoxylin and eosin which were handed out already cut but were
stained by the students themselves. These sections illustrated the subject of
the lecture. The two assistants did elbow teaching while the students were
studying the specimens, helping them to identify lesions concerning which
they were in doubt. As is well known, Dr. Simon Flexner subsequently
became Professor of Pathology at the University of Pennsylvania and
finally Director of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, and Dr.
Barker became Professor of Anatomy at the University of Chicago and
finally returned to Hopkins as a Professor of Medicine. Needless to say, all
were good lecturers and thoroughly grounded in the subject. The students,
each with a microscope, sat on stools ranged along laboratory tables. Next
to me on the left was a lanky, sandy-haired doctor in the uniform of the
Army Medical Corps. I spoke to him the first day and immediately dis-
covered from his accent that he was English. His name was James Carroll
and he later became famous with Drs. Reed, Lazear, and Agramonte as one
of the group, the Men in White, who studied yellow fever in Cuba. Dr.
Walter Reed also happened to be working with Dr. Welch at this time. He
was doing an arbeit on the liver lesions of typhoid fever, which disease was
then very prevalent all over the country and one of the scourges of armies.
In fact, there were quite a few Army doctors studying pathology or bacteri-
ology, for the men in the Army Medical Corps had to pass an examination
before being advanced in rank.
The course in bacteriology occurred on alternate afternoons to that in
pathology and was given by Dr. George H. F. Nuttall, who soon, however,
left to take a position in Cambridge University, England, and was suc-
ceeded by Dr. Meade Bolton, a genial southern gentleman. This course,
too, was a practical one. The students were taught to make, standardize,
and sterilize their own media and were given cultures of the common bac-
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teria, beginning with harmless saprophytes and ending with the common
parasites then known. These they had to stain with appropriate dyes, in-
cluding Gram's stain, and they also had to study their growth on the
common media then in use: bouillion, gelatin, agar, and potato. They were
taught how to inoculate rabbits and guinea pigs. Since I had had neither
laboratory pathology nor bacteriology in medical school, I profited greatly
by both courses which were accompanied by readings from standard text-
books on the subjects.
As both pathology and bacteriology were given in the afternoon, the
mornings were free and I filled in this time working in the Surgical Dis-
pensary under John M. T. Finney and John Hobach. Dr. Finney was Dr.
Halsted's chief assistant and took his place in the hospital when "the Pro-
fessor" was away. He was an old football player, Princeton and Harvard,
for in those days Harvard Medical students could play on the varsity
team. He was also a fine surgeon, kindly and considerate to his patients and
to his staff. I remember one of his quotations from his old Harvard Medical
School teacher, John Homans: "No examination is complete without a
sound in the bladder and a finger in the rectum." John Hobach was a sur-
geon to the Pennsylvania Railroad and a competent and kindly doctor. He
told us that the railroad still required that all diagnoses be written in Latin.
The work in the Surgical Dispensary was of course minor surgery but it
gave an insight into the methods and technique then in use on Dr. Halsted's
service. We were required to take careful histories and to record physical
findings, and the training under two experienced surgeons was most
valuable.
Toward the end of the graduate course Professor W. S. Halsted, head of
the Department of Surgery, sent for me and asked me if I would like to
join his interne staff for a year beginning May 1, 1893. While I had no itch
to become a surgeon, I gladly accepted his invitation. The Johns Hopkins
Medical School did not start until the fall of 1893 and it was necessary to
pick up internes here and there until the time when the Hopkins Medical
School began turning out its own graduates in 1897. It happened that in
May 1893 the entire junior staff of the surgical department changed. The
resident surgeon, who was the only salaried man, was Joseph Colt
Bloodgood, "Bloodclot" to the staff. He was a graduate of the University
of Pennsylvania who had formerly been on the junior surgical staff and was
returning after study in Europe. The internes were Berwick Bruce Lanier,
a nephew of the Southern poet, Chauncey Pelton Smith, also a Pennsyl-
vania graduate, from Buffalo, New York, and myself. After they had got
to know us, the nurses nicknamed us "the World, the Flesh, and the Devil,"
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though I never knew which was which. We each had charge of a ward, or
part of one, for there was one mixed Medical and Surgical Ward, D. Our
duties were to take histories, make physical examinations, and enter a diag-
nosis on the record-we didn't call them "impressions" then. When the
Professor, as Dr. Halsted was called, wished to make early rounds, we
accompanied him and noted any of his observations on the patient's his-
tories. In addition, we had other duties in the operating room, the accident
room, and the pathological laboratory. In the operating room I spent six
months as anesthetist, for this was before the days of specialization in
anesthesia. The apparatus was rudimentary: a cone made out of an ordi-
nary huckaback towel containing between its layers some stiff paper to
prevent it from collapsing. In the apex of the cone, which fitted over the
patient's nose and mouth, was a wad of absorbent cotton, and the etherizer
had an ordinary ether can whose metal-covered top had been punctured so
that it allowed the escape of the ether drop by drop. The patient was told to
breathe deeply and ether was added a few drops at a time as needed. There
were legends regarding a former eccentric etherizer who always tucked a
periosteal elevator into his blue denim overalls to pry open the patient's
jaws if they became set and who sometimes pried out a few teeth. Dr.
Halsted always watched the reaction of the patient to the anesthetic very
carefully. It was rumored that one morning the eccentric etherizer was
giving the anesthetic and gazing round the room. The patient was not
breathing well. Dr. Halsted is said to have asked the anesthetist: "Has the
patient stopped breathing, doctor?" The anesthetist replied "Not quite, sir,
not quite," to which remark Dr. Halsted, who never raised his voice in
anger, replied in icy tones: "The doctor is sarcastic this morning."
After six months of etherizing I was promoted to the job of handing
instruments to the operator, who would usually say in a low voice: "Clamp,"
"ligature," "needle," or whatever he happened to need. The instruments
were kept in a large glass dish containing a solution of carbolic acid and
the man who handed instruments had therefore to wear rubber gloves to
protect his skin. This was before Dr. Halsted introduced the use of rubber
gloves for all the operating team, nor do I recall that they wore masks or
white caps. All members of the operating team except the anesthetist wore
short-sleeved white shirts and white trousers which were donned before
and discarded after operations were over for the morning. The preoperative
technique consisted in thorough scrubbing of the hands with green soap,
immersion of the arms up to just above the elbows in a long glass dish of a
saturated solution of permanganate of potash, decolorization in a saturated
solution of oxalic acid, and finally soaking in a solution of bichloride of
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mercury, 1 to 1000, for ten minutes. After that the team usually stood with
their hands in the air until the field of operation had been rigidly cleaned
and its vicinity had been covered with sterilized towels. No one of the team
could touch anything that had not been sterilized after this performance and
I remember once, when handing instruments for Dr. Finney, that I dropped
a pair of forceps and involuntarily started to bend over to pick them up. Dr.
Finney quickly reminded me that they were no longer sterile and I left them
to be picked up by a nurse who was not part of the team. You could always
tell a surgeon who had gone through this technique by his black finger nails,
presumably due to the action of the mercury on the sulphur in the nails.
Dr. Halsted had no illusions as to the sterilizing capacity of this technique.
He knew perfectly well that the staphylococcus albus, residing in the ducts
of the sweat and sebaceous glands was not destroyed, and yet during my
year on the surgical staff I can recall but one clean case in which a wound
became infected. Of course the technique was tough on those of the surgical
teams who had tender skins and it sometimes caused dermatitis. Even this
might possibly have been due to an unusually virulent staphylococcus albus
or an unusually susceptible patient. In later years I reported as a bacteri-
ologist a fatal case of sepsis due to this germ.
The accident room work at night fell to my lot, just why I do not
remember. I had to get up two or three nights a week and go down to the
accident room in the Dispensary. If a patient was suffering from something
that I felt was serious, I called up Joe Bloodgood on the telephone and he
came down and decided what was to be done. Luckily I have always been
a good sleeper and could drop off very quickly after I had been up for an
emergency. However, I did lose fourteen pounds during the year but put it
back in two weeks during a vacation in the Adirondacks.
After the morning operations were over and we had eaten lunch, Dr.
Bloodgood and I repaired to the pathological laboratory to describe the
specimens removed that morning. Usually Joe Bloodgood dictated a
description which I wrote in a book kept for that purpose. However, being
resident surgeon, he was often called away to attend to emergencies and
much of this work fell on my shoulders. I prepared sections for hardening
and later cut and stained them. A description of the microscopic findings
was entered in the book by either Dr. Bloodgood or myself. It was a most
valuable training in surgical pathology and stood me in good stead in later
years in Albany.
The surgery at the Johns Hopkins Hospital was mostly pathological
rather than traumatic. This was before the days of automobiles and the hos-
pital was quite a distance from the center of Baltimore and from the rail-
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roads and the waterfront where severe accidents were likely to occur. The
surgical internes saw a great deal of the diseases in which "the Professor"
was especially interested: hernia, cancer of the breast, thyroid disease, and
some diseases which were common among the population such as tubercu-
lous cervical nodes, appendicitis, and various kinds of neoplasms. Dr.
Halsted's interest in surgical technique led in my time to experiments with
various ductile metals which might be used as sutures in the place of silk
thread, which he preferred to catgut. Experimental work on the bactericidal
effects of various metals was carried out by Meade Bolton. He would
appear in the operating room between operations with Petri dishes of
medium in*ected with staphylococci in the center of which was a disc of
silver or copper or some other suitable metal. If an area of nongrowth
appeared around the disc of metal, it obviously was bactericidal. The choice
finally narrowed down to silver or copper, but the latter in practical tests,
used as a foil over wounds, proved to be too corrosive and Dr. Halsted
began using silver wire for continuous intracutaneous skin sutures and
silver foil as a dressing immediately on the sutured wound.
There were certain points in techniques upon which "the Professor"
insisted: (i) rigid control of hemorrhage to avoid shock, (ii) as little
trauma to tissue as was possible, and (iii) in suitable cases, healing under
a moist blood clot. To comply with these requirements necessitated the use
of many clamps, some of them the small "mosquito" type devised by
Halsted himself, great care in tying off vessels to avoid including too much
tissue, and slow operation. Before studying out the technique Dr. Halsted
had been a rapid operator. Some small vessels were not tied off but bleeding
was controlled by torsion.
It is, of course, well known that Dr. Halsted originated the use of cocaine
for local anesthesia by intracutaneous injection and nerve block. The ex-
periments necessary to perfect the technique were done on himself, for at
that time (1885) cocaine was not known to be a habit-forming drug. Dr.
Halsted, as is described in W. G. Macallum's Life, contracted the habit. He
came to Baltimore and, aided by his old friend William H. Welch, over-
came it. In spite of this there have been rumors that he did not conquer it.
A year's observation of him as one of his assistants led me to the conclu-
sion that at no time did he show the slightest sign of drug habituation.
Indeed, he was perfectly frank on one occasion when I assisted him alone
in the operating room in a minor operation under cocaine anesthesia on an
old gentleman. As he injected the solution he said to the patient, "Now this
will not hurt you much, I know for I have done it scores of times on
myself."
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My term of service with Dr. Halsted ended May 1, 1894, and before that
time Dr. Osler, "the Chief" as the boys called him, had asked me to join his
staff and do laboratory work, such as blood cultures and other bacteriologi-
cal tests. The regular house staff still did the routine examinations of blood,
sputum, urine and feces, and gastric-juice analysis. As a matter of fact, I
always had some ward work too, for the laboratory work was not enough to
keep me busy. William Sydney Thayer, a Harvard graduate and an out-
standing clinician, was the resident physician. He had studied in Europe
and was trained in the modern methods of blood examination. He and John
Hewetson were gathering material for their book on malarial fever which
was published a few years later. We had many patients with malaria on
the wards, mainly from the region near Baltimore but occasionally from
more distant parts of the South. There was no quartan fever in the Chesa-
peake Bay area but we occasionally got cases from the deeper South. It was
a rule at that time that the blood of each malarial patient must be examined
by the house officer responsible three or four times a day and a note on the
findings at each examination had to be entered on the history. At that time
the eosin and methylene blue stains of Wright and Hastings had not been
introduced, and Ehrlich's triacid stain, which we used for routine blood
work, was not satisfactory for the demonstration of the plasmodia. So we
used unstained films made by placing a coverglass on a drop of the patient's
blood collected on a slide. If the glassware was meticulously clean, the blood
spread easily, usually as a single layer of cells. It was not hard to detect
the intracellular parasites of tertian or quartan malaria because they were
pigmented, and the same was true of the extracellular crescents and ovoids
of the estivo-autumnal form. The young, intracellular, estivo-autumnal
parasites were much more difficult to detect, but we had a great deal of
practice and became quite expert. Dr. Thayer asked me to study the
changes in malarial parasites in leeches, which I did for several months.
A leech would be allowed to gorge itself on the blood of a patient with
malaria, and I learned how gently to milk the leeches every day and get a
little blood for examination and observation of the plasmodia under the
microscope. There is a brief note on this work in Thayer and Hewetson's
book. Dr. Thayer was a very keen clinician. I saw him make a diagnosis of
coronary thrombosis, confirmed by autopsy, as early as 1896-long before
the syndrome was first identified in 1910. No doubt he got information on
the diagnosis of coronary occlusion from Dr. Osler, for my friend Alvin
Foord of Pasadena gave me a copy of a letter from George Dock, which
showed that he, when on Osler's staff, and Dr. Osler had recognized a case
during life in 1888 but had never reported it. In a patient on the medical
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service with gonorrheal septicemia and endocarditis I was able to isolate
the gonococcus from the blood during life by the method of Sittmann, and
the finding was confirmed at autopsy. This case was described by Dr.
Thayer and myself in the Archives des Medecine Experirnentale for
November 1895 and, so far as we could determine from a study of the
literature, was the first instance of the isolation of the gonococcus during
life from the blood of a patient with gonorrheal septicemia.
The other members of the medical staff beside Drs. Thayer and
Hewetson were Arthur Oppenheimer, a brilliant young Pennsylvania
graduate who died an untimely death from a rare complication of typhoid
fever, and two Canadians: Theodore Coleman and Christopher Carroll,
the latter nicknamed "Christmas" Carroll. After Dr. Oppenheimer's death,
Crosby Whitman, trained in Paris, joined the group. We were a
harmonious crew and got along well together.
"The Chief" was generally acknowledged to be the leading clinician of
his time. The details of his career can be found in Harvey Cushing's monu-
mental biography. He was a dark, medium-sized man of Cornish descent,
an indefatigable worker, with a keen and somewhat puckish sense of humor,
and an intense personal interest in his patients, his students, and his staff.
He once remarked that human beings could be divided into the larks, who
did their best work early in the day, and the owls, who did their best work
at night. He was a lark himself and planned his time most carefully. He was
a stickler for punctuality, at that time regarded as a virtue, and on the menu
card of a dinner given to him before a trip to Europe in 1903 was a quota-
tion from his own writings: "Promptness is the one quality in a physician
necessary for success." Most of us present at this dinner passed around our
menus to be autographed by Dr. Osler and the other guests. On my menu*
and probably on others, he signed "Edgerton Y. Davis, Jr.," and thereby
hangs a tale. During his Montreal days the Chief had written a series of
fictitious but often plausible reports under that pseudonym. He claimed that
Egerton Yorick Davis, Jr., was a real person, a retired American Army
surgeon, but before Dr. Osler left Montreal to become a professor at the
University of Pennsylvania, Davis was reported to have been drowned in
the rapids of the Saint Lawrence River.
Working in Dr. Osler's clinic was an education not only in medicine but
also in the psychology of handling patients. He was a learned man of great
personal charm and he exemplified a dictum of Dr. Francis Peabody: "The
secret of the care of the patient is in caring for the patient." At that time
* See illustration in Arch. Int. Med., 1949, 84, 39.
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there was no separate pediatric service in the Johns Hopkins Hospital and
it was a treat to see the Chief gain the confidence of the children under his
care. He often greeted them with a smile and the remark: "Well! are you
feeling nice and fat today?" His handling of adults often took the form of
some whimsical remark at the beginning of his first interview which put
the patient at ease and showed that he was not a pompous "stuffed-shirt."
In his wards the beds were high enough so that an examiner could sit on a
chair and get his knees under the frame. He never gave the impression of
being hurried, but he always insisted that the interne in charge of a patient
should have the history completed when he made rounds, which began
promptly at 9 a.m. It was interesting to see the trail of internes, students,
and visiting doctors who followed him as he led the procession, usually
accompanied by Dr. Thayer, along the corridors and through the entrances
to the wards. I can recall once hearing a convalescent patient, who was
sitting outside of Ward D on the sun-roof of the corridor, call out, "They're
off at the Gut, they're off at the Gut"-the Gut no doubt being Guttenberg,
then a favorite racetrack. In making rounds Dr. Osler would stop at each
bed, for old patients often merely making a brief progress note. With new
patients he usually sat at the bedside where he could examine the patient,
listen to the history and laboratory reports, and then, carefully analyzing
the findings, would dictate a note on the diagnosis and treatment. The
prognosis was not, I think, discussed before the patient even in technical
language. Some patients were ordered transferred to the surgical or gyne-
cological services. We had occasional distinguished visitors on rounds and
I well remember when Dr. Edwin Klebs, co-discoverer with Loffler of the
diphtheria bacillus, made rounds with us.
Dr. Osler was often described in those days of polypharmacy as a
"therapeutic nihilist," but he was far from that. He usually prescribed well-
known and long-tried remedies in adequate doses. He seldom used com-
binations of drugs. This was long before the days of psychosomatic medi-
cine but no doubt much of the Chief's success lay in his approach and atti-
tude toward his patients and their confidence in him. He was a great
admirer of Caleb Hillier Parry (1775-1822), "the distinguished old Bath
physician" as he called him, and one wonders whether he had noted a dic-
tum of Parry: "It is much more important to know what sort of a patient
has a disease, than what sort of disease a patient has."
The medical internes usually spent some time working in one of the
Dispensary clinics. I worked in the Neurological Clinic under Dr. Harry
Thomas, an amiable Baltimore Quaker and a competent and well-trained
neurologist. I received good training in the common neurological ailments.
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The most striking patient that I recall was a teen-age girl with progressive
lipodystrophy.
Dr. Osler seldom missed a chance to follow to the autopsy room any of
his patients who succumbed, thus following in the footsteps of the Guy's
Hospital group-Bright, Addison, and Hodgkin. When an autopsy was
held, it was the duty of one of his internes to record the notes dictated by
the pathologist. This job often fell to me and was of great value not only
because the findings were frequently interesting and instructive, but also
because in this way I learned the autopsy routine. Most of the autopsies
were done by Dr. Simon Flexner since Dr. Welch, with his multifarious
activities, was not always in the laboratory. When I later became a member
of Dr. Welch's staff, this training stood me in good stead.
I ended my year with Dr. Osler on May 1, 1895 with a feeling of deep
satisfaction that I had been given an opportunity to work with the master
clinician of that day. He was not only a great doctor but a great humanist
with a wide knowledge of good literature and was himself a distinguished
contributor of interesting essays, some of them nonmedical in scope.
III. PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY
A conflict of citizens in a cell state, brought about by external forces.
Rudolf Virchow
When my year with "the Chief" was up, Dr. Welch, "Popsy" to the
boys although he was a bachelor, asked me to join his staff as Assistant in
Pathology at a small salary but with residence in the Johns Hopkins Hos-
pital which included board and laundry. I accepted his offer with alacrity
for I had already tasted his quality in the course in pathology and bacteri-
ology which I had taken in 1893 and I had not forgotten Dr. Murray's
advice to jump at a chance to work with Dr. Welch if it ever came my way.
William Henry Welch came of an old Litchfield County, Connecticut
family, many members of which went into medicine. He was of medium
height, inclined to plumpness, was kindly and thoughtful, especially where
his staff was concerned, and had an extraordinary mind, perhaps best
described as encyclopedic. In the hospital medical meetings he would get
up to discuss a paper, often remarking that some well-known physician had
written an interesting article on the subject and citing not only his name
but the year and even the page of the journal in which the article appeared.
After the meetings, which were held in the Hospital library, we sometimes
checked up his citations and seldom found him to be incorrect. Dr. Howard
Kelly had given the hospital a number of engravings of celebrated physi-
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cians which hung in the resident's parlor and I shall never forget Dr.
Welch giving an entirely impromptu talk on these pictures to the residents
which clearly showed that he was widely read in medical history.
While Dr. Osler was a "lark," Dr. Welch was an "owl." He lived in
lodgings on Charles Street and his working room was lined with books,
while most of the chairs were piled high with medical magazines. He would
work until 2 or 3 o'clock in the morning, sleep fairly late, and then go over
to the Maryland Club, only a block or two away, for breakfast. He always
wrote his letters in longhand and never acquired the habit of dictating them
to a secretary. He was greatly interested in public health and other activ-
ities outside of his regular work. He was for years a member of the
Maryland Board of Health and was instrumental in helping to organize the
Rockefeller Foundation for Medical Research, of which he was a trustee.
He often made trips out into the country around Baltimore to make post-
mortems on cases of any disease in which he was especially interested. At
one time he was studying hog cholera and was informed of some deaths
among the swine on a farm near Baltimore and went down with his autopsy
kit to examine them. It was summer, decidedly hot, and the dead animals
were a trifle over-ripe. However, with the help of a colored farmhand, he
autopsied one or two of the animals-an unpleasant job as they were defi-
nitely putrified. He received no remuneration for this kind of work but this
his colored helper did not know. After Dr. Welch had gone, the colored
man is reported to have said to his employer: "My Gawd Massa George,
what some folks will do fo money."
Because of his many outside activities there were times when Dr. Welch
did not appear at the laboratory for several days, but when he was there
he was always ready to call his younger assistants into his room and show
them any unusual specimens. To me the most memorable occasion was the
time he showed me sections from a lesion from the thigh of Grover Cleve-
land, then President of the United States. Dr. Welch explained to me con-
fidentially that several years before, President Cleveland had been secretly
operated on for a malignant growth of the jaw and that the question was
whether the mass from the thigh was a late metastasis from that growth.
After much study he decided that the section of tissue was not a sarcoma
but merely granulation tissue. He reached this conclusion mainly because
he noticed that the blood vessels ran parallel to one another and at right
angles to the surface. Years later the story of the original operation came
out in the Saturday Evening Post.
One of my duties was to select from the museum and to prepare sections
of the material used in teaching the pathology course for the second-year
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students of the Johns Hopkins Medical School. One day I cut some sections
of tissue from a jar labeled "epithelioma of the skin." When I had studied
them, for they had to be submitted to Dr. Welch or to Dr. Simon Flexner
before they were chosen for the class, I found a most extraordinary picture
which I was unable to interpret. I took it to Dr. Welch who, scanning it
under his microscope, said "That is a section of sponge." He explained that
before the days of skin grafting a patient from whom a surgeon had re-
moved an extensive skin growth might be left with a large disfiguring
wound. In order to facilitate healing the surgeon would graft a thin slice of
ordinary sponge to fill in the gap. This acted as a scaffolding for the re-
generating tissue cells and made healing more rapid with less deformity. In
this particular patient the cancer had recurred and on its removal not only
the growth but the sponge graft had been extirpated.
Some of Dr. Welch's friends in New York, notably Dr. Gill Wylie, still
sent him material removed at operation for diagnosis and, in addition, odd
specimens were sent to him from various parts of the country. It usually
fell to my lot to prepare, section, and stain this material and to leave it in
Dr. Welch's room for examination. There were two dieners in the labora-
tory, Schutz and Joe (whose last name I have forgotten), but neither of
them had been trained to cut sections. However, Dr. Welch finally em-
ployed a medical student named Cox who took a lot of this work off our
hands.
The staff during my term of service consisted of Dr. Flexner, an efficient,
kindly, and helpful chief who, as I have said, took Dr. Welch's place when
he was absent, Dr. Louis Livingood, the Fellow in Pathology, an able and
likeable colleague, and myself-a harmonious group. Louis Livingood lost
his life a few years later in the sinking of the French liner Bourgogne. In
addition to demonstrating pathology and bacteriology to the second-year
Hopkins medical students, we did the same in surgical pathology to the
senior students. On one occasion I gave the course in bacteriology to the
graduate students, for the graduate course for doctors which I had taken in
1893 was still given in 1896.
Dr. Welch or Dr. Flexner did most of the autopsies, but I did some of
them. Notes were always dictated as an autopsy was in progress and cul-
tures were taken routinely from the heart's blood and the main organs in
every case. If there were local inflammatory lesions, these also were cul-
tured. Frozen sections were made and studied from organs like the heart,
liver, and kidney which might show fatty change or some lesion less notice-
able in hardened than in fresh sections. Pieces of all the organs and of
diseased tissue were hardened and later sectioned and stained, usually by
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Mr. Cox or the man who did the autopsy, and a description of the findings
was added to the record. The tissues were often hardened in alcohol, but
Muller's fluid was also used and, towards the end of my term of service,
Orth's fluid, which was Muller's fluid plus formalin. Celloidin was com-
monly used for embedding, though paraffin was used where there was an
indication for serial sections. The routine stain was hematoxylin and eosin,
but occasionally Van Gieson's connective tissue stain was employed or, in
the case of tissue from the brain or cord, some special nerve stain. If cul-
tures from an autopsy were positive, the one doing the work had to grow
them on different media and identify the organism. A note of the findings
was added to the record.
There were also some odd jobs. Dr. Welch was still studying cases of
infection with the gas bacillus which he and Dr. Nuttall had described. The
organism was then called Bacillus Aerogenes Capsulatus, and when a
suspicious case turned up, blood or tissue fluid was inoculated into the ear
vein of a rabbit which was then killed and placed in the ice box and later
studied. Dr. Flexner was working at that time on the poisonous substances
obtained from the castor oil bean, ricin and abrin. On the top floor of the
laboratory, then occupied by the Department of Pharmacology, "Bunny"
Aldrich was working on the secretion of the anal glands of the skunk. At
times this was very obvious even on the floor below, and it was stated on
good authority that when "Bunny" boarded the streetcar for home, he
occupied the rearmost seat and most of the other passengers moved as far
forward as possible.
At that time there were few laboratories in the United States training
men in pathology and bacteriology and, as a consequence, Dr. Welch was
often called on for young men available to fill positions as teachers in those
subjects, this being a period when the appointment of full-time instructors
in the preclinical subjects was developing rapidly. On one occasion "Popsy"
sent for me and asked whether I would like to go to Australia. I declined,
though one branch of my family had migrated to Australia in the middle of
the nineteenth century and I had many cousins in New South Wales,
several of whom were physicians. In the summer of 1896 Dr. Welch again
sent for me and asked if I would consider going to Albany, New York, as
Director of the Bender Hygienic Laboratory, then nearing completion. The
institution was connected with the Albany Medical College, technically the
medical department of Union College in Schenectady, and the director was
to be responsible for the teaching of histology, pathology and bacteriology
to the students of the Albany Medical College. After due consideration I
accepted the position and in the fall of 1896 went to Albany and found
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suitable lodgings about a mile from the laboratory which was finished
except for the working benches in the large teaching room on the second
floor. These took a week or two to complete, and instruction, which con-
sisted of a preliminary talk in the amphitheater downstairs followed by the
study of sections upstairs, began. I took with me as my assistant, August
Jerome Lartigau, a talented young San Franciscan whom I had met when
he was a graduate student at Hopkins. We had a janitor who kept the
building and apparatus clean, and a student, Ed Hanes, who was an expert
stenographer and helped pay his way through college by typing the records
and correspondence.
In those days laboratories were few and far between and, as a conse-
quence, we not only did the autopsies for the Albany Hospital, then
downtown but later rebuilt near the laboratory, but also for Saint Peter's
Hospital, the Child's Hospital, and the Homeopathic Hospital in Albany,
for the Troy Hospital in Troy (and later for the new Samaritan Hospital
there) and the Ellis Hospital in Schenectady. We also did a good many
autopsies on private patients in their homes, usually on undertakers'
trestles, a back-breaking process, and we did some post-mortems for Dr.
Carroll the jail physician and for Dr. Andrew MacFarlane at the Albany
Orphan Asylum. All of the surgical material removed at the Albany Hos-
pital was examined and much of it was demonstrated to the students. Type-
written reports on the results of such examinations were sent to the
Hospital to be filed with the histories. Dr. Grant Madill of Ogdensburg
sent us the specimens from his large surgical practice, so we had no lack of
material. In addition we examined diphtheria cultures and sputum for the
Albany Board of Health and for a time also for the city of Pittsfield,
Massachusetts.
When the city of Albany built a water filtration plant, we had a special
assistant, Leonard Wachter, who had a small laboratory at the plant where
he made daily bacteriological examinations of the filtered water. This came
directly from the Hudson River into which the city of Troy, only five miles
above Albany, emptied its sewage. As some joker remarked, "The citizens
of Albany could always tell when the asparagus season started in Troy."
The installation of this sand filtration plant greatly reduced the incidence of
typhoid fever in Albany. Two or three years later I was appointed Director
of the Bureau of Pathology and Bacteriology of the New York State
Department of Health and we examined for them diphtheria cultures from
small towns, drinking water suspected of contamination, and the brains of
dogs who possibly were rabid. Before I left Albany, the State rented the
third floor of the laboratory, and this work, along with the manufacture of
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diphtheria antitoxin in a nearby stable, was turned over to Dr. Herbert D.
Pease who had a full-time appointment.
Seven educationally profitable years were spent at Albany where I was at
first Adjunct and later Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology in the
Medical School. I made many friends among members of the faculty and
practitioners in the neighboring cities. I became associated with J. Mont-
gomery Mosher and Andrew MacFarlane in editing the Albany Medical
Annals, the journal of the Alumni Association of the Medical School, and
wrote a good many editorials, scientific reviews, and original articles for it.
In 1897 I was allowed to take a summer semester at the University of
Munich Medical School where I attended the autopsies of Professor Otto
Bollinger, the discoverer of the Ray fungus. I also took lessons in German
which I had not had in school. In those days Munich was a delightful spot
with its two large art galleries, splendid music and opera, and interesting
surrounding country which I explored, usually on my bicycle or occa-
sionally by train. I went once or twice to Berchtesgaden which later became
the hideaway of Adolf Hitler.
The Albany Medical College was at this time a flourishing institution
beginning to emerge from the old proprietary type of medical school; it
was technically affiliated with Union College. The Professor of Chemistry
and Dean, Willis G. Tucker, was a good administrator and one of those
individuals with an extraordinary memory for names. If an old student
came back and visited him, he could always remember not only his surname
but also his Christian name and his nickname. Joseph Craig, a large,
distinguished-looking, white-haired man, was Professor of Anatomy and
also City Health Officer. Hermon Camp Gordinier, an acute clinician from
Troy and an authority on the local flora, was the efficient Professor of
Physiology. He did a good deal of consultation work and it is recorded that
on one occasion a teen-age boy whose father was very sick was met by a
family friend who enquired about his father. "I am afraid he is very sick,"
said the boy, "for yesterday the family doctor asked for a consultation."
"Whom did they bring in?" asked the friend. "I am not sure of his name,"
said the boy, "but it was something like nearer my God to thee."
Dr. Henry Hun, the Professor of Medicine, was a thoroughly competent
internist, for many years secretary of the Association of American Physi-
cians and author of an interesting book on diagnostic symptoms. He,
Albert Vander Veer, the well-known Professor of Surgery, and Howard
Van Renssalaer, Professor of Therapeutics, were all descendants of old
New York Dutch stock. James P. (Pregnancy to the students) Boyd was
Professor of Obstetrics, and the specialties were covered by Cyrus Merrill
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in ophthalmology, "Skinny" Curtis in dermatology, and Arthur Root in
otolaryngology. A few years later pediatrics was established under Henry
L. K. Shaw, and psychiatry was taught by my cousin, Dr. G. Alder
Blumer, Superintendent of the Utica State Hospital, until the new Albany
Hospital, which included a psychiatric ward, was built; J. Montgomery
Mosher, a well-trained psychiatrist, then took over this work. Andrew
MacFarlane taught physical diagnosis, and Samuel B. Ward and Willis
MacDonald (fat Mac) were associates in medicine and surgery, respec-
tively. When I went to Albany I soon learned that there was a certain
amount of politics played by the Medical School faculty, and I attempted to
keep out of it-with some success. As my friend Dr. Charles Culver once
remarked, "The inhabitants of Albany introduce politics even into their
prayers."
During my service Dr. Lartigau left to join the staff of T. Mitchell
Prudden, Professor of Pathology at Columbia University's College of
Physicians and Surgeons. He was succeeded by Arthur Wells Elting, a
Hopkins graduate who after a year went into surgery in Albany and even-
tually achieved a national reputation. Arthur Turner Laird, a pupil of A. C.
Abbott, the well-known bacteriologist of the University of Pennsylvania,
was my next assistant and stayed until 1903 when I decided to return to
California on account of illness in the family. The Albany years not only
gave me a thorough grounding in pathology and bacteriology but were the
source of many enduring friendships with members of the faculty and other
physicians in the locality and also with many old students. It was, all in all,
a very satisfactory period.
IV. INTERNAL MEDICINE AND TEACHING
The art of medicine and the science of medicine are not antagonistic but
supplementary to each other.
Francis Peabody.
In 1903 I rented a small suite of offices on Sutter Street, San Francisco,
with a classmate Joe Simpson. We had a common waiting room between
our private offices. I had planned to go into general practice, but I soon
found that patients were being referred to me by other doctors and I
gradually developed a consultation practice in internal medicine. Soon after
my arrival I was appointed Associate Professor of Pathology in Cooper
Medical College under William Ophiils and my job was to oversee the
work in clinical microscopy of students who had patients in the medical
wards at the City and County Hospital. My old chief Joseph 0. Hirsch-
felder was doing experimental work on tuberculosis and I autopsied a good
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many guinea pigs for him. After a year of this work, desiring more clinical
experience, I transferred to the University of California Medical School as
an instructor under Dr. William Watt Kerr, an Edinburgh graduate, a
busy practitioner, and a good clinician. Here I was again associated with
my old friend August J. Lartigau. We helped care for patients in Dr.
Kerr's ward. In addition we did autopsies on patients who died in the ward
for the Professor of Pathology, Alonzo E. Taylor. His laboratory was miles
away at Parnassus Heights and, automobile transportation being yet in its
infancy, he would have lost a great deal of time if he had attempted to do
this himself. We thus had the great advantage of checking our clinical
diagnoses with the pathological findings.
In addition to being a member of the County and State Medical Societies
and the American Medical Association, I belonged to an interhospital
group which met at different hospitals and discussed interesting cases.
Among the members were Herbert Moffitt, one of the leading internists of
the day, Charles Minor Cooper, an X-ray specialist, Wallace Terry, the
well-known surgeon, Howard Morrow, a competent dermatologist, and
others whom I remember less well. During this period George Simmons
was editor of the Journal of the Amlerican Medical Association and for a
year or two I furnished him with a weekly editorial.
In 1905 my old chief William H. Welch became President of the
American Medical Association and asked me to deliver the oration in state
medicine. The Association met in Portland, Oregon, which had so few pub-
lic halls that most of the sections met in churches. I gave my oration, "On
the influence which the Acquisition of Tropical Territory has had on
American Medicine," from a pulpit, the church making a very acceptable
meeting place.
The evening of April 17, 1906 was for me a memorable one. In the last
mail I received a letter from Herbert E. Smith, Dean of the Yale Medical
School, asking me if I would consider occupying the chair of medicine in
that institution. About 5:15 a.m. the next morning I was awakened by a
small picture, which hung over the head of my bed, falling on me. I realized
that an earthquake was in progress and got into the doorway so as to have
protection if the chimney came through the roof. However, the shocks did
not last long and after breakfast I walked downtown to my office which was
undamaged and stuck some money which I had in my desk into my pocket.
I then started to walk to the Main Emergency Hospital in the City Hall
which, when I reached it, I found to be so badly damaged that its equip-
ment had been transferred to the Mechanics Pavilion, a large frame build-
ing about a block or two distant. I reported to the Chief Surgeon Dr.
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Hassler and asked if I could help. There were a couple of hundred patients
on mattresses on the floor, many with fractured skulls from falling bricks,
and Dr. Hassler asked me to look them over and decide which ones were
urgently in need of hospitalization so that they could be transferred to the
Army Hospital at the Presidio. A few minutes later some one yelled out,
"The roof is on fire." A policeman somehow got up and put it out, but in
ten or fifteen minutes fire broke out again in a new spot. Dr. Hassler
ordered evacuation of the patients which was accomplished by calling in
volunteers from the street and commandeering passing automobiles. All the
living were evacuated before the fire got too hot but about twenty or thirty
dead in one corner of the building were cremated. That night I wrote Dean
Smith that I would leave for New Haven to look over the situation as soon
as the acute emergency was over. For ten days I worked at the Harbor
Emergency Hospital and by that time everything had quieted down and I
entrained for New Haven. After meeting some of the faculty and looking
over the ground I accepted the Professorship of Medicine in the Yale
Medical School.
I returned to California to settle my affairs and got back to New Haven
a couple of weeks before the beginning of the school year. The Yale Medi-
cal School then consisted of two buildings on York Street, an old one near
the street containing the main lecture room, the Dean's office, and the
Faculty Room on the first floor and laboratory space on the second floor,
and a much newer, factory-type structure behind this which was entirely
occupied by laboratories. Only three or four blocks to the south was the
New Haven Hospital and, on a corner opposite the hospital grounds, an
almost new Dispensary building erected through the generosity of Mrs.
Thomas Bennett. This housed the different out-patient departments, which
were arranged about a central waiting room, and contained on the upper
floor rooms for senior students awaiting calls for obstetrical patients.
At that time I was responsible for a course in clinical microscopy given
to second-year students, didactic lectures on internal medicine to the third-
year students, and ward rounds and a weekly clinic for the senior class. In
his letter inviting me to accept the professorship, Dean Smith had stated
that I would be expected to eke out my salary by private practice. I rented
a house with office room near the Medical School but soon found that even
with an appointment system my private work was consuming too much
time. After my first year, therefore, I confined my private practice to strict
consultation work and never saw patients except for or with other practi-
tioners. Meanwhile, Mrs. John Slade Ely, the widow of my predecessor,
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had endowed the professorship and I became John Slade Ely Professor of
Medicine.
In 1906 the Yale Medical School, founded in 1813, was in a period of
transition. The school was almost lacking in endowment and received only
a small contribution from the University, largely because President Hadley,
influenced by advice from New York alumni and by differences of opinion
with Dean Herbert E. Smith, was somewhat dubious as to the feasibility of
creating a first-class medical school in a city the size of New Haven. The
New Haven Hospital, which was founded by the professors of the Medical
School who for several years donated a portion of their salaries to the
project, had, through the manipulations of Dr. Francis Bacon, a scholarly
surgeon, passed out of the control of the medical faculty whose members
had only partial use of the ward patients, though the attending physicians
not connected with the institution generously allowed the clinical teachers
to use their ward patients for teaching purposes. However, this was not the
same as having complete control.
This situation was considerably ameliorated as a result of the report of
Abraham Flexner to the Carnegie Foundation in 1910 and the annual
reports of the Council on Medical Education of the American Medical
Association. Mr. Flexner commented favorably on the Yale Medical
School, and his report and those of the Council on Medical Education led
to the discontinuance of a good many weak schools or occasionally to con-
solidations which resulted in improvement. Apparently this has the effect of
encouraging donors to give endowments for buildings and professorships.
At Yale the magnificent gift of Mr. Sterling whose trustees permitted
income for either buildings or endowed professorships was ultimately of
immeasurable value to the Medical School. Mr. Anthony N. Brady of
Albany, New York, set the ball a rolling by donating a fund for the con-
struction of a new pathological laboratory, financial assistance was obtained
from foundations, largely through the efforts of the Reverend Anson Phelps
Stokes, Secretary to the University, and a new private ward and an isola-
tion ward were built on the hospital grounds.
A year or two before the United States entered World War I Mrs.
William Wirt Winchester of San Jose, California, the widow of a former
New Haven member of the well-known Winchester family, gave a large
sum for the construction and endowment of a hospital for tuberculosis.
Land was purchased in West Haven, about three miles from the main hos-
pital, and the William Wirt Winchester hospital, completed just as we
entered World War I, was leased to the government until the war ended.
During this period the original charter of the New Haven Hospital, which
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forbade doctors to charge fees even to private patients, was amended so as
to permit them to charge private and semiprivate patients but not ward
patients. After several meetings of the Board of Directors of the Hospital
with the Faculty of the Medical School, representatives of the University,
and with the attending physicians not on the teaching staff, the last named
generously gave up their ward rights, but retained the right to treat pay
patients in the private and semiprivate rooms. These events occurred
during my term as Dean between 1910 and 1920. In 1918 further endow-
ment was obtained when the Medical Faculty agreed to go on the full-time
plan. I personally agreed to try the plan for a year but at the end of that
time decided that I could not be happy under it and was transferred to a
clinical professorship which I retained until my active teaching career was
terminated under the age limits set by the University.
I was succeeded as Dean in 1920 by Milton C. Winternitz, the Professor
of Pathology and an able and dynamic pupil of my old chief William H.
Welch. During his term Dr. Winternitz substantially increased the endow-
ment and was able to obtain funds from the Sterling Foundation to build
the new medical school building, the Sterling Hall of Medicine, and the
communicating Institute of Human Relations on land opposite the hospital
on the Cedar Street side. In the Institute were quarters for the study of
human relations, Arnold Gesell's productive department for the study of
child behavior, and some 20 beds for the investigation of acute psychoses
and psychoneuroses under a competent staff of psychologists and psychi-
atrists headed by Eugen Kahn. These psychiatrists were freely available
for the study of the patients in the main hospital, a very important
innovation.
During the period between 1906 and my retirement in 1940 a number of
changes in the Medical School took place which seem worthy of record: the
entrance requirements were raised to three years of academic work includ-
ing courses in inorganic and organic chemistry, biology, and physics;
women students were admitted on the same basis as men; the number of
students admitted to the freshman class was limited so that too many to
use the available supply of clinical material would not be taken in; no
student was accepted without a personal interview; didactic teaching was
sharply curtailed and laboratory and bedside teaching was greatly in-
creased; a limited system of elective courses was introduced; the hospital
teaching was transferred to the third year and the dispensary work to the
fourth year, the system of a graded resident staff was put into operation;
the facilities for the laboratory work of the students who had patients on
the wards and for the work and research of the hospital staff were greatly
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increased and new departments necessitated by the increase of knowledge
or by new endowments were added.
The increased endowments, including those for new chairs, and the
losses of faculty members through resignation, retirement, or death natu-
rally caused changes in the faculty of the School. The chair of surgery,
vacant in 1906 by the retirement of Dr. William H. Carmalt, was filled by
the appointment of Joseph Marshall Flint, an able surgeon and organizer
trained by W. H. Halsted, who brought as his associate John Woolman
Churchman, a competent urologist. Dr. Flint originated the idea of mobile
hospitals and in World War I was in command of Mobile Hospital No. I,
manned chiefly by Yale men. He returned to civilian life after the war in
poor health and retired, being succeeded by Samuel Clark Harvey, a gradu-
ate of the Yale Medical School and a pupil of Harvey Cushing.
The chair of anatomy was in the hands of Harry Burr Ferris, the most
popular teacher in the School; Dr. Ferris was also an anthropologist. He
had as his chief assistant Davenport Hooker and, after Hooker went to the
University of Pittsburgh as Professor of Anatomy, Harold Saxton Burr
who did valuable experimental work on electrical discharges from organs.
The physical side of physiology was taught by Yandell Henderson, a
talented and stimulating investigator who probably initiated more theses
among the graduating students than any other member of the faculty.
Materia medica and therapeutics was taught by Oliver T. Osborne, a well-
known authority on the subject, and physiological chemistry by Lafayette
Mendel of the Sheffield Scientific School who, with the Director Russell H.
Chittenden, initiated much research in this field. Obstetrics and gynecology
was in the hands of Otto Gustav Ramsay, a pupil of Howard Kelly of the
Hopkins, and, after his untimely death from pneumonia, by Josiah M.
Slemons, another Hopkins graduate who brought with him as his assistant
Arthur H. Morse. After Dr. Slemons migrated to California, Dr. Morse
became head of the department with Herbert Thoms as his associate.
The specialties were covered by Arthur N. Alling, an able ophthalmolo-
gist, Henry Swain and Frederick N. Sperry, excellent otolaryngologists,
and Ralph McDonnell, one of the early users of the X-rays in dermatology
who finally died, as did so many of the early radiologists, as the result of
a neoplasm.
As the endowment of the school increased new men were added: in
internal medicine, Francis G. Blake, a well-trained internist with a flair for
research, headed the department and had as his associates John P. Peters,
an expert in diseases of metabolism, Harold Marvin, a cardiologist, James
Fox, a neurologist, and John Paul, a student of infectious diseases. Dr.
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Churchman resigned after World War I and his place was taken by Dr.
Clyde Deming. A neurosurgeon William J. German, and Ashley Oughter-
son, a surgeon interested in peripheral vascular disease, were added to the
staff. A pediatric staff headed by Edwards Park and Grover Powers was
developed with James Trask and Daniel C. Darrow in charge of infectious
and chemical problems respectively. James A. Honeij became the head of
the X-ray Department. Many able men not on full time continued to be
associated with the school as part-time teachers: Wilder Tileston and
Charles Comfort in medicine, William F. Verdi in surgery, Alfred Nadler
in dermatology, Max Mailhouse in neurology, and others. The end result
was a well-organized school with a growing and merited reputation.
After my retirement in 1940 we moved to San Marino, California, a
suburb of Pasadena, returning to Connecticut for the summer every other
year. In 1942, during World War II, I taught again in the Yale Medical
School during the summer to help out the depleted staff. In Pasadena I
became associated with the Huntington Memorial Hospital, meeting the
internes once aweek at lunch and then examining and discussing interesting
patients for an hour or two. I also lectured to the nurses. At the Pasadena
Dispensary adjacent to the Hospital I found that the heart clinic had been
abandoned because the attending physicians were in service and I took it
over with the help of Dr. Donald Edmeades and later Dr. George Griffith
also. For several years I prepared the clinical histories for the Clinical-
Pathological Conference for Dr. Alvin G. Foord, the Pathologist to the
Hospital in charge of this work. I continued until 1947 when a coronary
attack ended my active career. As I once said to an old doctor whom I saw
in the early morning hours with a myocardial infarction "Well Sir, I am
afraid you have the favorite doctor's disease." "Yes," said he, "but not the
doctor's favorite disease." So ended 55 years of active work.
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